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211191120025076 211191120122840 211191120127331 211191120136541 211191120141720
211191120154486 211191130162665 211191170114002 211191170138918 211191170139563
211191170173741 211191190111745 211191210016593 211191210058243 211191210104016
211191210113519 211191220021320 211191270027937 211192120108145 211192120117498
211192120139529 211192120154144 211192170090932 211192170099370 211192170116116
211192170117560 211192170119105 211192170134419 211192170135367 211192170136930
211192170137181 211192170139286 211192190154299 211192210011875 211192220122235
211193120077026 211193120079396 211193120083971 211193120084628 211193120088160
211193120093543 211193120107109 211193120125783 211193130092617 211193210013852

List of Candidates shortlisted for Document Verification (Pay Level-2)
1.0: Candidates bearing the Roll Numbers listed herein under have been provisionally shortlisted for the Document Verification (DV) for the posts notified in Pay Level – 2, based on their score/performance in 2nd stage CBT ,CBTST and the priority for 
various posts in Pay level -2 furnished by them in the online application. The candidates called for DV of Pay level-6 , level-5 & Level-3 but could not be empanelled due to reasons like being absent, lower medical fitness etc., are also considered for posts in 
Level-2 based on their merit. 
2.0: The Document Verification (DV) will commence shortly and the schedule of DV will be published on website. The candidates scheduled for DV will get an email and SMS to download their e-call letter from RRB Website. 
3.0: Candidates may note that after successful completion of DV, they have to undergo Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospitals. The candidates are required to come prepared to stay for three to four days. Candidates have to pay the 
prescribed medical fee of Rs.24/- on the scheduled DV date. Accordingly, candidates have to come prepared for DV and medical examination.
4.0: The shortlisted candidates for DV should produce all the original documents along with two sets of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.
5.0: Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Document Verification is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency / deficiency in the data furnished by them in their online 
application or any malpractice on the part of candidates coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Document Verification/ME does not entitle him/her in any way to an 
appointment in the Railways.
6.0: Additional DV will be conducted to fill up the shortfall, if any, as and when necessary.
7.0: While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Document Verification, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or Typographical or printing mistakes. RRB regrets for the inability to entertain any 
correspondence from unsuccessful candidates.
8.0: Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerised and the selection is based purely on the 
merit of the candidates.
Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and the selection is based on merit of 
candidates only. Please visit the official websites of RRBs for regular updates and   information.

Roll Number of Shortlisted candidates for 7th CPC Level in ascending order (not in order of merit)
Level 2

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD :Jammu

CEN 01/2019 – NTPC  (GRADUATE AND UNDER GRADUATE POSTS)

211193120093543 211193120107109 211193120125783 211193130092617 211193210013852
211194120108541 211194120108651 211194120110939 211194120114901 211194120121314
211194120123418 211194120124594 211194120130170 211194120133013 211194120144099
211194120147242 211194120148091 211194120152936 211194120155219 211194130110284
211194130119519 211194130176937 211194130176982 211194150094050 211194150104747
211194150131880 211194150173180 211194170075799 211194170084005 211194170104049
211194170106894 211194170110575 211194170131384 211194170136740 211194170143923
211194170145140 211194170145313 211194170151734 211194170156483 211194170176432
211194170176546 211194190076375 211194190081718 211194190118985 211194190132348
211194190142977 211194190180180 211194210011798 211194210062061 211194230073347
211194230175588 211194230177923 211194250043565 211194250151599 211194250173017
211194260028859 211194260029588 211194260030636 211194260034859 211194260037075
211194260044148 211194260045233 211194260051932 211194260055883 211194260058038
211194260063184 211194260066030 211194260071112 211194260163673 211194260175204
211194260176934 211194270025039 211194270029553 211194270164591 211194270171954
211194270178073 211194270178437 211195130083089 211195130085980 211195170076755
211195170080477 211195170088581 211195170088783 211195170092048 211195170099655
211195170104416 211195170106988 211195190097456 211195220020725 211195260041567
211195260048676 211195260060334 211195260083744

Total Number of candidates shortlisted : 133
Date : 6 March 2023                                                                                                                                                                                                          Chairman/RRB/Jammu

--------End of List--------


